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Them

2006-06-06

tatiana du plessix the wife of a french
diplomat was a beautiful sophisticated white
russian who had been the muse of the famous
russian poet vladimir mayakovsky alexander
liberman the ambitious son of a prominent
russian jew was a gifted magazine editor and
aspiring artist as part of the progressive
artistic russian émigré community living in
paris in the 1930s the two were destined to
meet they began a passionate affair and the
year after paris was occupied in world war ii
they fled to new york with tatiana s young
daughter francine there they determinedly rose
to the top of high society holding court to a
who s who list of the midcentury s
intellectuals and entertainers flamboyant and
outrageous bold and brilliant they were
irresistible to friends like marlene dietrich
salvador dalí and the publishing tycoon condé
nast but to those who knew them well they were
also highly neurotic narcissistic and
glacially self promoting prone to cut out of
their lives with surgical precision close
friends who were no longer of use to them
tatiana became an icon of new york fashion and
the hats she designed for saks fifth avenue
were de rigueur for stylish women everywhere
alexander liberman who devotedly raised
francine as his own child from the time she
was nine eventually came to preside over the
entire condé nast empire the glamorous life
they shared was both creative and destructive
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and was marked by an exceptional bond forged
out of their highly charged love and raging
self centeredness their obsessive adulation of
success and elegance was elevated to a kind of
worship and the high drama that characterized
their lives followed them to their deaths
tatiana increasingly consumed with nostalgia
for a long lost russia spent her last years
addicted to painkillers shortly after her
death alexander then age eighty shocked all
who knew him by marrying her nurse them a
portrait of parents is a beautifully written
homage to the extraordinary lives of two
fascinating irrepressible people who were
larger than life emblems of a bygone age
written with honesty and grace by the person
who knew them best this generational saga is a
survivor s story tatiana and alexander
survived the russian revolution the fall of
france and new york s factory of fame their
daughter francine survived them

エデュケーション　大学は私の人生を変えた

2023-02-07
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Another Life

2011-12-21

in his remarkable memoir at once frank
audacious canny and revealing michael korda
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the author of charmed lives and queenie does
for the world of books what moss hart did for
the theater in act one and succeeds
triumphantly in making publishing seem as
exciting and as full of great characters as
the stage another life is not just an
adventure the engaging and often hilarious
story of a young man making his career but the
insider s story of how a cottage industry
metamorphosed into a big business with
sometimes alarming results for all concerned
korda writes with grace humor and a shrewd eye
not only about himself and his rise from a
lowly but not humble assistant editor reading
the slush pile of manuscripts to a famous
editor in chief of a major publishing house
but also about the celebrities and writers
with whom he worked over four decades here are
portraits rare intimate always keenly observed
of such larger than life figures as ronald
reagan affable and good natured but the most
reluctant of authors struggling with his
ghosted presidential autobiography richard
nixon seen here as a genial if bizarrely
detached host superagent irving lazar pursuing
his endless deals and dreams of class retired
mafia boss joseph bonanno the last of the old
time dons laboring over his own version of his
life in his desert retreat joan crawford
giving korda her rules for successful living
and countless other greats near greats and
would be greats here too are famous writers
sometimes eccentric sometimes infuriating
sometimes lost souls captured memorably by
someone who was close to them for years graham
greene in pursuit of his fbi file and a nobel
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prize tennessee williams wrestling
unsuccessfully with his demons jacqueline
susann facing and conquering the dreaded
second novel syndrome after the stunning
success of valley of the dolls harold robbins
who had to be guarded under lock and key and
made to finish his novels struggling to keep
the irs at bay from the deck of his yacht
carlos castaneda at his most sorcerously
charming described at last in detail as he
really was by one of the few people who knew
him well not to mention richard adams will and
ariel durant susan howatch s j perelman fannie
hurst larry mcmurtry and many many more parts
of this book that have appeared in the new
yorker over the years have brought korda great
acclaim the chapter about jacqueline susann
has been made into a major motion picture here
at last entertaining and provocative and
always hugely readable is the whole story a
book as engaging and full of life as korda s
highly acclaimed memoir of his family charmed
lives about which irwin shaw wrote i don t
know when i have enjoyed a book more

What Remains

2007-06-05

the author traces her life and marriage to
anthony radziwill president kennedy s nephew
in an account that describes her work as a
journalist her friendship with jfk jr and his
wife and her husband s struggle with terminal
cancer
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Condoleezza Rice: A Memoir of
My Extraordinary, Ordinary
Family and Me

2010-10-12

from condoleezza rice former secretary of
state and new york times bestselling author of
democracy stories from the long road to
freedom comes a captivating memoir of her
remarkable childhood condoleezza rice s life
began in birmingham alabama in the 1950s a
place and time where black people lived in a
segregated parallel universe away from their
white neighbors she grew up during the violent
and shocking 1960s when bloodshed became a
part of daily life in the south rice s
portrait of her parents john and angelena
highlights their ambitions and frustrations
and shows how much they sacrificed to give
their beloved only child the best chance for
success rice also discusses the challenges of
being a precocious child who was passionate
about music ice skating history and current
affairs her memoir reveals with vivid clarity
how her early experiences sowed the seeds of
her political beliefs and helped her become a
vibrant successful woman condoleezza rice a
memoir of my extraordinary ordinary parents
and me is a fascinating and inspirational
story for young people adapted from condoleeza
rice s adult sensation extraordinary ordinary
people a memoir of family includes a 16 page
photo insert praise for extraordinary ordinary
people a memoir of family an origins story
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memoir is teeming with fascinating detail the
new york times a thrilling inspiring life of
achievement publishers weekly surprisingly
engrossing daily beast vivid and heartfelt
writing highly recommended library journal

Song of the Plains

2017-06-20

ever since she was a child linda joy myers
felt the power of the past as the third
daughter in her family to be abandoned or
estranged by a mother she observed the
consequences of that heritage on the women she
loved as well as herself but thanks to the
stories told to her by her great grandmother
myers received a gift that proved crucial in
her life the idea that everyone is a walking
storybook and that we all have within us the
key to a deeper understanding of life the
secret stories that make themselves known even
without words song of the plains is a weaving
of family history that starts in the oklahoma
plains and spans over forty years as myers
combs through dusty archives family stories
and genealogy online she discovers the secrets
that help to explain the fractures in her
family and the ways in which her mother and
grandmother found a way not only to survive
the great challenges of their eras but to
thrive despite mental illness and abuse she
discovers how decisions made long ago broke
her family apart and she makes it her life s
work to change her family story from one of
abuse and loss to one of finding and creating
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a new story of hope forgiveness healing and
love

Sempre Susan

2014-10-07

from the author of the friend winner of the
2018 national book award the masterpiece of
the i knew susan minigenre a o scott the new
york times a poignant intimate memoir of one
of america s most esteemed and fascinating
cultural figures and a deeply felt tribute
sigrid nunez was an aspiring writer when she
first met susan sontag already a legendary
figure known for her polemical essays blinding
intelligence and edgy personal style sontag
introduced nunez to her son the writer david
rieff and the two began dating soon nunez
moved into the apartment that rieff and sontag
shared as sontag told nunez who says we have
to live like everyone else sontag s influence
on nunez who went on to become a successful
novelist would be profound described by nunez
as a natural mentor who saw educating others
as both a moral obligation and a source of
endless pleasure sontag inevitably infected
those around her with her many cultural and
intellectual passions in this poignant
intimate memoir nunez speaks of her gratitude
for having had as an early model someone who
held such an exalted unironic view of the
writer s vocation published more than six
years after sontag s death sempre susan is a
startlingly truthful portrait of this outsized
personality who made being an intellectual a
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glamorous occupation

The Point of Vanishing

2015-09-22

into the wild meets walden a lyrical memoir
for nature lovers and for anyone who has
wondered what it would be like to disconnect
from our hyper connected culture and seek more
meaningful connections after losing vision in
one eye and becoming estranged from his family
and friends a young man spent two years
searching for identity in self imposed
solitude in the backwoods of northern vermont
where he embarked on a project of stripping
away facades and all social ties and learned
to face himself on a clear may afternoon at
the end of his junior year at harvard howard
axelrod played a pick up game of basketball in
a skirmish for a loose ball a boy s finger
hooked behind axelrod s eyeball and left him
permanently blinded in his right eye a week
later he returned to the same dorm room but to
a different world a world where nothing looked
solid where the distance between how people
saw him and how he saw had widened into a gulf
desperate for a sense of orientation he could
trust he retreated to a jerry rigged house in
the vermont woods where he lived without a
computer or television and largely without
human contact for two years he needed to find
a more lasting sense of meaning away from
society s pressures and rush named one of the
best books of the year by slate chicago
tribune entropy magazine and named one of the
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top 10 memoirs by library journal

Motherland

2019-08-06

i m reading this book right now and loving it
cheryl strayed 1 new york times bestselling
author of wild how can a mother and daughter
who love but don t always like each other
coexist without driving each other crazy
vibrating with emotion this deeply honest
account strikes a chord people a wry and
moving meditation on aging and the different
kinds of love between women o the oprah
magazine after surviving a traumatic childhood
in nineteen seventies new york and young
adulthood living in the shadow of her
flamboyant mother rita a makeup addicted
former television singer elissa altman has
managed to build a very different life
settling in connecticut with her wife of
nearly twenty years after much time therapy
and wine elissa is at last in a healthy place
still orbiting around her mother but keeping
far enough away to preserve the stable
independent world she has built as a writer
and editor then elissa is confronted with the
unthinkable rita whose days are spent as a
flâneur traversing manhattan from the clinique
counters at bergdorf to bloomingdale s and
back again suffers an incapacitating fall
leaving her completely dependent upon her
daughter now elissa is forced to finally
confront their profound differences rita s
yearning for beauty and glamour her view of
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the world through her days in the spotlight
and the money that has mysteriously
disappeared in the name of preserving youth to
sustain their fragile mother daughter bond
elissa must navigate the turbulent waters of
their shared lives the practical challenges of
caregiving for someone who refuses to accept
it the tentacles of narcissism and the mutual
frenetic obsession that has defined their
relationship motherland is a story that
touches every home and every life mapping the
ferocity of maternal love moral obligation the
choices women make about motherhood and the
possibility of healing filled with tenderness
wry irreverence and unforgettable characters
it is an exploration of what it means to
escape from the shackles of the past only to
have to face them all over again praise for
motherland rarely has a mother daughter
relationship been excavated with such honesty
elissa altman is a beautiful big hearted
writer who mines her most central subject her
gorgeous tempestuous difficult mother and the
terrain of their shared life the result is a
testament to the power of love and family dani
shapiro author of inheritance

Works, with a Memoir of His
Live

2012-01

unlike some other reproductions of classic
texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books
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with introduced typos 2 in books where there
are images such as portraits maps sketches etc
we have endeavoured to keep the quality of
these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there
may be certain imperfections with these old
texts we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy

A Memoir of Barbara, Duchess
of Cleveland

1871

i am glad i am alive to witness these things
giving words to this life of sensations is a
relief smell the flowers while you can close
to the knives is the artist writer and
activist david wojnarowicz s extraordinary
memoir filthy beautiful and sharp to the point
of piercing it is both an exploration of the
world seen through the eyes of an artist and a
moving portrait of a generation living
grieving and dying through the aids crisis it
is a triumphant hymn of resistance and a
dizzying celebration of the joys of seeing and
living in the world

Close to the Knives

2017-03-02

what i wanted after college was a job and my
own apartment but what i needed was a good
comeuppance and that s what i got when dave
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itzkoff graduated from princeton in 1998 the
first member of his family to earn a college
degree he expected to be rewarded with a
career and a life that mattered instead he
ended up convinced that he was selling the
entire institution of manhood down the river
after a series of personal and professional
experiences stripped him of any lingering
sense of entitlement itzkoff found himself
working as an editor at maxim the pugnacious
frontrunner in a new breed of men s
periodicals dubbed lad magazines there he was
initiated into a culture of heavily retouched
girlie pictorials dirty jokes disingenuous sex
advice and shopping guides for expensive
electronic gadgetry and as maxim continued its
inexorable rise to become the most successful
men s magazine in modern publishing history
itzkoff was left wondering what his work and
his life really meant lads is the hilarious
heartbreaking story of dave itzkoff s efforts
to define himself as a man while working at a
magazine that was purveying a vision of young
manhood a state of perpetual adolescence that
was seductive to all but viable for none lads
takes us deep inside one young man s struggle
with identity responsibility and sexuality in
an unsparingly candid account of how men
really relate to one another as fathers and
sons as employers and employees as colleagues
and friends lads is trenchant lads is
perceptive lads is alarmingly funny this is an
unforgettable debut from a young writer of
astounding talent
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A memoir of the life of Peter
the Great [by sir J. Barrow].

1883

life is sometimes seen as a series of events
that happen to a person other times it is
viewed as life events we go through meleza saw
life as a challenge of endurance at a
standstill in life she was encouraged to share
her experiences implying it was time for her
to move on and emotionally grow into who she
was destined to be writing the wrongs is a
memoir exposing what was thought to have been
the best decisions in sometimes the worst
situations it is a memoir of choices and
results perception based on both applied and
assumed reality

Lads

2004-09-07
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Writing the Wrongs

2012-12-14

from the critically acclaimed author of the
novel the good brother and memoir my father
the pornographer comes the unforgettable
memoir no heroes if you haven t read chris
offutt you ve missed an accomplished and
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compelling writer chicago tribune in his
fortieth year chris offutt returns to his alma
mater morehead state university the only four
year school in the kentucky hills he envisions
leading the modest life of a teacher and
father yet present day reality collides
painfully with memory leaving offutt in the
midst of an adventure he never imagined the
search for a home that no longer exists
interwoven with this bittersweet homecoming
tale are the wartime stories of offutt s
parents in law arthur and irene an unlikely
friendship develops between the eighty year
old polish jew and the forty year old kentucky
hillbilly as arthur and offutt share comfort
in exile reliving the past at a distance with
masterful prose offutt combines these
disparate accounts to create no heroes a
profound meditation on family home the
holocaust and history

スティーヴン・キング小説作法

2001-10-31

synopsis coming soon

No Heroes

2016-02-16

an unforgettable memoir of courage and
transformation and the power of love in the
face of unimaginable loss cheryl strayed a
miracle a narrative of grief and acceptance
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that is compulsively readable and never self
indulgent the new york times book review two
year old greta greene is sitting with her
grandmother on a park bench on the upper west
side of manhattan when a brick crumbles from a
windowsill overhead falls and strikes her
unconscious she is immediately rushed to the
hospital jayson greene s memoir begins with
this event and with the anguish he and his
wife stacy confront in the wake of their
daughter s trauma and the hours leading up to
her death but once more we saw stars quickly
becomes a narrative that is as much about hope
and healing as it is about grief and loss
jayson recognizes even in the midst of his
ordeal that there will be a life for him
beyond it that if only he can continue moving
forward from one moment to the next he will
survive what seems unsurvivable with raw
honesty deep emotion and exquisite tenderness
jayson greene captures both the fragility of
life and absoluteness of death and most
important of all the unconquerable power of
love this is a book that will change the way
you look at the world

Consent

2020-05-12

eschewing the confessional or critical tone of
some memoirs and the investigatory or
elucidatory approaches of others motion
strives to recreate the voice and vision of
the boy he once was taking care not to sully
or distort with hindsight what is felt to be
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still very much alive in memory whether
recounting his first time salmon fishing in
scotland with his father the horrors of prep
school at the young age of seven or his
discovery of thomas hardy and bob dylan motion
imbues his recollections with the quicksilver
emotions of the boy he was and the perceptions
of the poet he will be readers of motion s
poetry will recognize many of these
experiences as the antecedents of the poems
yet this memoir is far more than a guide to
the life behind the poems it is a stand
against the ineluctability of time s passing
an insistence that what has been felt in the
blood and felt along the heart as in the book
s title and epigraph from wordsworth can be
neither taken from us nor los

Once More We Saw Stars

2006-12-07

the story of the actor who portrayed mark
cohen in rent covers such topics as his
broadway successes his grief at the death of
the production s creator and his struggles
with his mother s life threatening illness

In the Blood a Memoir of My
Childhood

2006-10-31

in this moving and funny memoir award winning
playwright guillermo reyes untangles his life
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as the secretly illegitimate son of a chilean
immigrant to the united states and as a young
man struggling with sexual repression body
image and gay identity but this is a double
decker memoir that also tells the poignant
bittersweet and adventurous story of guillermo
s mother maría who supports herself and her
son cleaning houses and then working as a
nanny in washington d c and eventually in
hollywood in one memorable scene after
realizing that her friend carmen is cleaning
the house of one of the producers of annie
hall maría recruits her to take her picture as
she poses dramatically with mr joffe s oscar
in hand it is maría s defiant yet determined
attitude amidst her sacrifices that allows for
guillermo s spirited coming of age and coming
out their common ground is the drama of their
encounters with discovery heartbreak and
passion the explosive emotions that light up
the stage of their two actor theater honorable
mention best auto biography in english
international latino book awards

Without You

2010-05-27
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Madre and I

2012-02
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in blue sky dream a memoir of america s fall
from grace award winner david beers offers a
powerful personal vision of the rise and fall
of the american middle class here is a
dazzling literary chronicle of a family a
people and a nation the blue sky tribe of ever
optimistic middle class americans who believed
in something called the american dream then
woke up one day to discover it was gone blue
sky dream is a book incredibly rich in ideas
in ways of seeing the recent past with
stunning clarity david beers explores issues
that define our times downsizing middle class
anxiety the profound anger with government the
sense that something has gone awry with the
united states with such skill personal
immediacy and compassion that readers will see
their own histories in his prose blue sky
dream can rightly be called a communal memoir
because in telling his family s tale growing
tensions and disillusionment in their suburban
paradise a son rejecting his parents values
one sudden and inexplicable moment of violence
beers tells the story of his people the blue
sky tribe who imagined ourselves to be living
the inevitable future and are very surprised
today to discover we were but a strange and
aberrant moment that is now receding into
history

ブレイキング・ナイト

2012-05-02

stories told at our family gatherings were
interesting fascinating and amazing before
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these stories vanish from memory i feel the
need to set them down for the generations to
come interwoven here are family traditions
homespun yarns facts and history of our family
these ordinary people lived the trying days of
wars illness the loss of loved ones and the
great depression nevertheless they endured to
the end

Blue Sky Dream

2019-08-25

life is a series of losses i ve decided to be
very zen about it i have lost two husbands my
parents my brother countless friends it is
just one loss after another you might as well
get used to it so muses the author s mother in
this poignant and humorous memoir about
mothers and daughters loss is a way of life
for both catherine and her mother but where it
made the daughter ravenous for contact it made
the mother lose her appetite for people while
the two always had a fierce attachment by
turns intimate and tumultuous decades of
fractious and contentious and frustrating
interactions found a reprieve after the birth
of catherine s daughter olive witty and direct
weaving back and forth in time the book charts
the transformation of this volatile and unique
mother daughter relationship from longing to
connection a book about love mortality and the
nature of family bonds it hit me like a ton of
bricks is a must read for anyone trying to
navigate their way through the distance
between their fantasies of love and the
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realities of family relationships

A Memoir of the Rapier's

2007-05-01

a brave teen recounts her debilitating
struggle with obsessive compulsive disorder
and brings readers through every painful step
as she finds her way to the other side in this
powerful and inspiring memoir until sophomore
year of high school fifteen year old allison
britz lived a comfortable life in an idyllic
town she was a dedicated student with tons of
extracurricular activities friends and loving
parents at home but after awakening from a
vivid nightmare in which she was diagnosed
with brain cancer she was convinced the dream
had been a warning allison believed that she
must do something to stop the cancer in her
dream from becoming a reality it started with
avoiding sidewalk cracks and quickly grew to
counting steps as loudly as possible over the
following weeks her brain listed more dangers
and fixes she had to avoid hair dryers
calculators cell phones computers anything
green bananas oatmeal and most of her own
clothing unable to act normal the once popular
allison became an outcast her parents
questioned her behavior leading to explosive
fights when notebook paper pencils and most
schoolbooks were declared dangerous to her
health her gpa imploded along with her plans
for the future finally she allowed herself to
ask for help and was diagnosed with obsessive
compulsive disorder this brave memoir tracks
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allison s descent and ultimately hopeful climb
out of the depths

It Hit Me Like a Ton of Bricks

1971

vincent van gogh s short passionate life was
driven by an almost unimaginable creative
energy that eventually overwhelmed him the
outlines of his story the early strivings in
holland and paris the revelatory impact of the
move to provence the attacks of madness that
led ineluctably to his suicide are almost as
familiar as the paintings yet it is more than
possible that neither the paintings nor van
gogh s story would have survived at all if it
had not been for his remarkable sister in law
jo van gogh bonger after vincent s death and
that of her husband his brother theo jo
devoted her life to preserving and exhibiting
the paintings and editing the letters it is in
her short and unaccountably neglected
biography that we can come closest to vincent
the man

A Memoir of Shelley

2017-09-19

like many young girls growing up in the 1950s
author mildred santiago vlez dreamed of a
perfect life with the perfect husband and
perfect children but reality interrupted those
dreams and caused her to face a tragedy she
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had never imagined in dreams and realities she
narrates her story and the devastating events
that marked and changed her lifea life that
centers on love loss and resiliency in this
memoir mildred tells about her family life in
brooklyn new york where she was born and of
living most of her adult life in the caribbean
island of puerto rico dreams and realities
shares how mildred did find a perfect husband
and thought she had the perfect children but
she soon discovered that her precious yvonne
maritza and eddie jr were afflicted with a
rare type of muscle disease that caused them
to die in infancy her dream was shattered a
story of joy dreams disappointments pain and
grief dreams and realities describes how these
heartbreaking events changed mildred and it
recounts the choices she made to overcome her
adverse circumstances to become a testimony to
the power of love and faith

Obsessed

2018

after a decade of caring for crazy and keeping
her mother s mental illness a secret from the
outside world twenty year old paolina milana
longs for just one year free from the madness
of her home when she gets the chance to go to
an out of state school she takes it but her
family won t leave her be letter after letter
arrives constantly reminding her of the
insanity rooted in her family tree even worse
the voices in her own head whisper words she s
not sure are normal please don t make me be
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like mamma she prays to a god she s not sure
is listening the unexpected death of her
father soon after she returns home leaves
paolina in shock and in charge of her paranoid
schizophrenic mother but it isn t until she is
twenty seven and her sister two years her
junior explodes in a psychotic episode and
just like mamma is diagnosed with paranoid
schizophrenia and must be committed that
paolina descends into her own despair nearly
losing herself to the darkness poignant and
impactful committed is one woman s story of
resilience as she struggles to stay sane
despite the madness that surrounds her

A Memoir of Vincent Van Gogh

2013-12-17

lady antonia fraser novelist historian
daughter of progressive aristocrats and dame
of the british empire first fell in love with
history in 1936 at the age of five when she
received a copy of h e marshall s our island
story for christmas the book sparked a passion
that thirty years later inspired her to write
the acclaimed biography mary queen of scots in
these pages fraser turns her biographical
skills inward to capture her own remarkable
life story from her idyllic early childhood to
a wartime evacuation to north oxford from her
education at a catholic convent to holidays
spent at dunsany castle and pakenham hall from
her days working in publishing to a turf
battle with her mother over who would write
about the queen of scots my history is a
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singular heartfelt memoir and a love letter to
a british way of life that has all but
disappeared

Dreams and Realities

2021-05-04

new york times bestseller from the first fdny
chief to respond to the 9 11 attacks an
intimate memoir and a tribute to those who
died that others might live when chief joe
pfeifer led his firefighters to investigate an
odor of gas in downtown manhattan on the
morning of 9 11 he had no idea that his life
was about to change forever a few moments
later he watched as the first plane crashed
into the world trade center pfeifer the
closest fdny chief to the scene spearheaded
rescue efforts on one of the darkest days in
american history ordinary heroes is the
unforgettable and intimate account of what
chief pfeifer witnessed at ground zero on that
day and the days that followed through his
eyes we see the horror of the attack and the
courage of the firefighters who ran into the
burning towers to save others we see him send
his own brother up the stairs of the north
tower never to return and we walk with him and
his fellow firefighters through weeks of
rescue efforts and months of numbing grief as
they wrestle with the real meaning of heroism
and leadership this gripping narrative gives
way to resiliency and a determination that
permanently reshapes pfeifer his fellow
firefighters nyc and america ordinary heroes
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takes us on a journey that turns traumatic
memories into hope so we can make good on our
promise to never forget 9 11

Committed

2016-11-29

it s girl interrupted meets miranda july with
a touch of joan didion in this captivating
collection of original essays revolving around
a young american girl s coming of age in paris
as an adolescent in a foreign country
stephanie lacava found an unconventional way
to deal with her social awkwardness and
feelings of uncertainty about the future by
taking solace from the strange and beautiful
objects she came across in her daily life
filled with beautiful illustrations and
providing a retrospective of nineties fashion
and culture an extraordinary theory of objects
a memoir of an outsider in paris is sure to be
a collector s item for francophiles or anyone
who has ever found security in the strangest
of places

My History

2021-09-07

Ordinary Heroes

2017
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Hunger

2021

Happy Endings

1824

“A” Memoir of Central India,
Including Malwa, and Adjoining
Provinces

2013-11-19

An Extraordinary Theory of
Objects

1856

A Memoir of Adelaide Leaper
Newton

1870
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A memoir of Jane Austen

1868

A Memoir of Baron Bunsen
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